Introduction
Jupiter and Saturn o er convenient environments to implement the knowledge of the magnetosheath turbulence obtained at the Earth. The plasma regime occurring most often near the outer planets di er from the corresponding near Earth regime in two respects: higher values of the Alfvenic Mach number(M A ) in the solar wind and higher values of in the subsolar magnetosheath Russell et al., 1990] . Both features have relevant e ects on the magnetosheath turbulence. In fact, the higher values of favor the onset of the mirror instability, which, at Saturn, has beenobserved to develop immediately downstream of the quasi perpendicular shock Bavassano Cattaneo et al., 1998 ]. The higher values of M A should lead to a more intense turbulence on the anks of the magnetosheath, where the bow shock has a quasi parallel structure. As we shall see in the following, the last e ect may h a ve had a key role in making the present study possible.
The magnetosheaths of the Earth and the other planets contain a variety of low frequency (below the proton gyrofrequency) waves. Several sources are known to contribute to these uctuations see, e.g., for a review, Schwartz et al., 1996] . In the outer magnetosheath, the major role is played by the bow shock structure, which may be quasi perpendicular (Bn > 45 , where B is the interplanetary magnetic eld -IMFand n the shock normal) or quasi parallel (Bn < 45 ). The magnetosheath turbulence associated with the former shock geometry has been the most widely studied. Mirror modes (i.e. non propagating slow waves) are the salient feature of the turbulence in the quasi perpendicular case both at Earth Kaufmann et al., 1970 Lacombe et al., 1992 Phan et al., 1994 and at the outer planets Violante et al., 1995 Erdos and Balogh, 1996 Bavassano Cattaneo et al., 1998 ]. This nding is in agreement with theoretical predictions. In fact, across the quasi perpendicular shock, the solar wind plasma undergoes a strong anisotropic heating, which leads to both large values of and an ion thermal anisotropy T ? =T k > 1 such conditions are favorable for the onset of the mirror instability Rudakow and Sagdeev, 1961 Hasegawa, 1969 Gary et al., 1976 Southwood and Kivelson, 1993 Kivelson and Southwood, 1996 .
Much less information has been obtained on the features of the waves downstream of a quasi parallel shock. In this case, the turbulence is higher Fair eld, 1969] , so that the plasma regimes occurring downstream of the quasi parallel and the quasi perpendicular shocks are often referred to as "disturbed magnetosheath" and "quiet magnetosheath" respectively. It has also been established that the waves are mainly transverse Luhmann et al., 1986 Lin et al., 1991 and therefore cannot be mirror modes. On the other hand, as pointed out by Lacombe and Belmont 1995] , the modes present downstream of the quasi parallel shock have not beenidenti ed in detail and their origin is uncertain.
Concerning the last point, it is usually believed that the ULF waves (the so called "upstream waves"), lling the foreshock, are the main source of the magnetosheath turbulence downstream of a quasi parallel shock, even though other processes may contribute e.g., the rehose instability, Yoon et al., 1993] . On the theoretical side, McKenzie and Westphal 1969] found that the Alfv en waves are strongly ampli ed when they are convected by the solar wind ow through the bow s h o c k. For typical solar wind conditions, their energy density may be10 times larger in the magnetosheath than in the foreshock. More recently, extended shock simulations, carried out by Krauss-Varban and Omidi 1991] for Bn = 3 0 and a v ariety of shock Mach numbervalues, con rmed that the upstream waves, convected through the shock, should contribute substantially to the downstream turbulence. On the experimental side, Engebretson et al. 1991] found that the power spectra of the magnetic eld uctuations inside the Earth's magnetosheath, downstream of a quasi parallel shock, were peaked at frequencies of the order of those expected for the upstream waves (30 -50 mHz). However, a direct comparison of the waves outside and inside the shock was prevented by the lack of observations in the foreshock. Zastenker et al. 1999] nd that ux uctuations in the solar wind are ampli ed by a factor of 5-7 over that predicted by gas dynamic models, but found no correlation of this e ect with Bn. N eme cek et al. 2000 ] compare data in the Earth's magnetosheath, solar wind, and foreshock and nd that sheath uctuations are seen whenever the IMF cone angle is less than 40 , independent of the local Bn.
They suggest that the subsolar foreshock is the source of these uctuations.
In this report, we investigate the origin of the turbulence in the Saturn's magnetosheath, downstream of a quasi parallel shock, comparing the characteristics of the waves observed in that region with those of the waves present: (i) downstream of a quasi perpendicular shock and (ii) in the foreshock. The last comparison, which may have been favored by the relatively large values of the Mach number, supplies direct evidence that the upstream waves are, as expected, the main source of the magnetosheath turbulence immediately downstream of a quasi parallel shock.
Data set
Our analysis is based on data provided by the magnetic eld and plasma experiments on board of Voyager 1 and 2, during their encounters with Saturn. The two experiments have been described by Behannon et al. 1977] and by Bridge et al. 1977] , respectively. We used 9.6 s magnetic eld (B) a verages and plasma data supplied every 96 s. The plasma parameters were derived from spectra taken in the low resolution L mode, in which one complete energy spectrum consists of 16 contiguous channels, covering the range from 10 to 5950 eV, with a total integration time of 3.96 s. Inspection of the gure shows also that:
Observations
1. In the interplanetary region, the so called upstream waves are present during most of the time interval considered, as revealed by the uctuations of the magnetic eld and plasma parameters. This is consistent with the location of the spacecraft on the dawn ank of the shock. In fact, using the method developed by Diodato et al. 1976 ] to determine the ion foreshock boundary, we found that the spacecraft, when leaving the magnetosheath, entered the foreshock. Figure 1b shows a cut of the Saturn's model bow shock as determined by Slavin et al., 1985] with the BV plane (V being the plasma bulk velocity) passing through Voyager's location at the time of the shock crossing. The ion foreshock boundary is also shown, and it is seen that the spacecraft is deeply inside the ion foreshock, in the region which is expected to behighly turbulent and lled by the backstreaming ions of the di use population. Note that the sketch illustrates the situation at the time of the shock crossing, and the geometry could be somewhat di erent at later or earlier times, due to IMF uctuations. It is also known, as we have recalled in Section 1, that behind a quasi parallel shock magnetosheath plasma is more turbulent, as revealed by the presence of large amplitude transverse waves. In the next section, we will investigate the origin of these waves, which appear to be a t ypical signature of the quasi parallel shock.
Comparison of the magnetosheath turbulence upstream and downstream of a quasi parallel shock
The right hand panels of Figure 4 show power spectra of the eld components 2) The angle kB between the minimum variance direction and the average eld direction is relatively small ( 30 ) 3) The ratio of the intermediate to the maximum eigenvalue ( max ) is of the order of 0.5, thus indicating that the waves are elliptically polarized.
The last feature of the waves is also con rmed by the principal axis analysis of the magnetic eld. Figure 8 The main purpose of the present study was to check the actual occurrence of the last process, through a direct comparison, never done in the past, among the characteristics of the waves observed upstream and downstream of the quasi parallel shock. For relatively high shock Mach n umbers (M A =5.8 and M A =3.4) we found that on both sides of the shock: (i) the waves are mainly trasverse (ii) their frequency is almost identical (2 -4 mHz) in the shock system of reference (iii) they propagate at small angles with respect to the average eld direction ( kB < 30 ) and (iv) they are elliptically polarized (note that both left-hand and right-hand polarizations are observed, as expected if waves in the foreshock are associated to the di use ion population).
The above features of the observations are consistent with the predictions of the theoretical models which investigate the transmission and ampli cation of MHD waves through the shock they also demonstrate that the magnetosheath turbulence, immediately downstream of the quasi parallel shock, is mainly produced by the convection and ampli cation of the upstream waves, by the solar wind ow, through the bow shock. 
